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Pembangunan Infrastruktur di Indonesia dan Peran G-20

Abstract

This article identifies policies constraints that have hampered infrastructure development and shows serious concern by international community over the problem of infrastructure development as recently shown by the G-20 forum. The underlying reason of the G-20 concern seems to have stemmed from the conviction that one of the main barriers to global economic growth can be attributed to the lack of infrastructure development of its several member countries. There has been opportunity for Indonesia to utilize G-20 forum to overcome the problem of its infrastructure development. This article has drawn two conclusions. First, economic barriers in the form of low capacity of state in its revenue mobilization and non-economic barriers, have become primary obstacles for Indonesia to cope up with the problem of its infrastructure development. Second, despite the fact that the G-20 forum is the club of main economic powers of the world, the article has come to conclude that only China, Russia, South Korea, and Japan can be expected to assist Indonesia.
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